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ANIMALS AS HISTORICAL SUBJECTS
Georgina M. Montgomery and Linda Kalof
Why Teach Animal Histories?
*UIBTCFFOPWFSGPSUZZFBSTTJODFUIFIJTUPSJBO&15IPNQTPO  BEWPDBUFE
the writing of “history from below.” This pioneering method of historical study
FYBNJOFTUIFQBTUUISPVHIUIFFWFSZEBZFYQFSJFODFTPGPSEJOBSZQFPQMF*OUIFMBTU
four decades there has been a proliferation of histories from below, uncovering the
NZSJBEXBZTUIBUiUIFPSEJOBSZwIBWFTIBQFEIJTUPSZ TVDIBTQFBTBOUT %BSOUPO
 BOEXPNFO #PVMEJOH 8JUIUIFSJTFJOJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZTDIPMBSTIJQ
JO BOJNBM TUVEJFT  FTQFDJBMMZ UIBU XIJDI FYQMPSFT BOJNBMT BT TVCKFDUT BOE BHFOUT
with their own histories, in the twenty-first century, it has become ever more clear
that animals occupy the most under-represented of all historically invisible groups.
Writing the history of animals, then, is very much the project of writing about
animals as historical subjects. Thus, including a historical perspective of animals
as subjects rather than objects is a major step in our rethinking of the relationship
between humans and other animals.
Historians take somewhat different approaches to conceptualizing animals
BT IJTUPSJDBM TVCKFDUT +BTPO )SJCBM BSHVFT UIBU UIF IJTUPSZ PG BOJNBMT JOWPMWFT
UXPJOUFSDPOOFDUFEGBDUPSTBHFODZBOEDMBTT XIJDIBSFJOFYPSBCMZMJOLFEUPUIF
IVNBOoBOJNBMSFMBUJPOTIJQ  Q 
Agency refers to the minorities’ ability to influence their own lives—i.e. the
ability of the cow to influence and guide her own life. . . . Class refers to the
SFMBUJPOTIJQ T CFUXFFOIJTUPSJDBMýHVSFTJFUIFSFMBUJPOTCFUXFFOBEBJSZDPX
and her owner, or between a dairy-cow and her fellow dairy-laborers. As for their
interconnection, it occurs when the scholar discovers how the combined factors
of agency and class have shaped the overall historical process. Hence, to simply
study the history of cows does not mean then that the historical subjects, suddenly and without much effort, become actors.

Of course, any history of animals written from below must take into account a
greater variety of evidence than the typical historical document, including both
WJTVBMBOEPSBMTPVSDFT #VSLF Q *OEFFE &SJDB'VEHFBSHVFTUIBUUIFIJTtory of animals is actually a history of human representations of animals. Since
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history is constructed from human documents, we are only ever looking at the
representations of animals, representations that are grounded in the human use of
BOJNBMT 'VEHF QQo 
1SPNPUJOHBIPMJTUJDIJTUPSZPGBOJNBMT 'VEHF  DBMMTGPSBSFQSFTFOUBUJPO
PGBOJNBMTUIBUIFMQTSFUIJOLIVNBODVMUVSFT;PPBSDIFPMPHZPGGFSTBHPPEFYBNQMF*OBTUVEZPGUIFCSFBLJOH PSVONBLJOH PGEFFSJONFEJFWBMIVOUJOHUSBEJUJPOT 4ZLFT  GPVOEUIBUUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOBOEDPOTVNQUJPOPGWFOJTPOXBTJO
fact not just an aristocratic social event, as has been recounted by most medieval
IJTUPSJBOT *O B TBNQMF PG EFFS CPEZQBSUT GSPN &OHMBOE BGUFS UIF /PSNBO $POquest, Sykes found that only two thirds of each deer’s body was transported back to
the lord’s residence, leaving unaccounted for a full one-third of the carcass. Using
other documentary evidence gathered by historians, she argues that deer hunting
and venison consumption were as meaningful to the lower classes as they were
to the elite, particularly in the role that eating the leftover venison played in the
construction of peasant identity.
But animal agency is still a useful organizing theme in the historiographical
project. In studying the material remains of animals and their environments, zooarcheologists take into account animal biology and ethology in trying to underTUBOEBOJNBMTJOIJTUPSJDBMDPOUFYUT5IFZBSHVFUIBUMJWJOHBOJNBMTXFSFOPUQBTTJWFPCKFDUT CVUSBUIFSIBESFBMPCKFDUJWFTBOENPUJWBUJPOT TVDIBTGPPEBOETFY
0$POOPS Q DPNQFMMJOHJOEJDBUPSTPGBOJNBMTBTDSFBUVSFTXJUIBHFODZ
Analyzing animals as historical subjects adds new dimensions and new levels
of understanding to a wide range of disciplines, including environmental history,
medical history, history of science, gender studies, and cultural history. The hisUPSZPGUIF#MBDL1MBHVF GPSFYBNQMF JTFOSJDIFECZDPOTJEFSBUJPOPGUIFSPMFPG
BOJNBMTJOUIFFQJEFNJDDPOTJEFSBUJPOPGBOJNBMFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOSBJTFTRVFTUJPOT
of methodology and ethics in the history of medicine; the role of animals in rituals of masculinity is central to the history of popular culture and entertainment;
the historical connection between women’s bodies and animal bodies informs
both women’s studies and gender studies; and the history of widespread animal
massacres adds an important dimension to the contemporary discourse on zoonotic diseases, including food safety and public safety. This wide range of applicaUJPOTQSPWJEFTGFSUJMFHSPVOEGPSJODMVTJPOPGBOJNBMIJTUPSJFTJOFYJTUJOHDPVSTFT
Instructors, however, should be aware that there is now a wealth of research with
XIJDIUPFYQMPSFPOF PSBOVNCFS PGBOJNBMSFMBUFEJTTVFTJOBDPVSTFEFEJDBUFE
to historical human–animal relationships.
The kind of intellectual engagement offered by histories that incorporate aniNBMTIBTSFTVMUFEJOJODSFBTJOHTUVEFOUEFNBOEGPSTVDIDMBTTFT&TUBCMJTIFEBOJNBM
histories courses often enjoy high enrollment and attract students from a range of
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NBKPST  JODMVEJOH TPDJPMPHZ  BOUISPQPMPHZ &OHMJTI  QIJMPTPQIZ  MBX  BHSJDVMUVSF 
zoology, animal science, and medicine. Universities are placing increasing value on
such cross-college collaboration and the student body echoes this enthusiasm. Furthermore, the everyday and vocational applications of animal histories are not lost
on today’s increasingly political and professionally focused students who enroll
into animal histories ready to discuss everything from farming practices to the
human/animal boundary.

Key Figures in Animal Histories
Scholars from a diverse range of historical fields contribute to animal histories.
8IFO DPOUFYUVBMJ[JOH IVNBOoBOJNBM SFMBUJPOTIJQT JO DVMUVSBM IJTUPSZ  )BSSJFU
3JUWPTAnimal Estate  JTBDFOUSBMUFYUCPUIGPSJUTBOBMZTJTPGBOJNBMTSPMFT
JO7JDUPSJBO&OHMBOEBOEBTBNFUIPEPMPHJDBMNPEFMGPSUIFJOUFHSBUJPOPGBOJNBMT
into human histories. Other notable scholars include: Coral Lansbury, author of
The Old Brown Dog  ,BUIMFFO,FUF BVUIPSPGThe Beast in the Boudoir  
7JSHJOJB%F+PIO"OEFSTPO BVUIPSPGCreatures of Empire  -JOEB,BMPG BVUIPS
of Looking at Animals in Human History  BOEDPFEJUPSPGUIFTJYWPMVNFCultural History of Animals  +POBUIBO#VSU BVUIPSPG3FBLUJPOTIJHIMZTVDDFTTful Animal series; and Keith Thomas, author of Man and the Natural World  
There are also a number of important figures that write primarily outside the WestFSODPOUFYU TVDIBT#SFUU8BMLFS BVUIPSPGLost Wolves of Japan  
When approaching animal histories with an emphasis on visual evidence and
sources, Gregg Mitman’s Reel Nature   QSPWJEFT TUVEFOUT XJUI B SFBEBCMF 
entertaining, and thoroughly researched history of wildlife film. In the classroom,
UIJTUFYUQBJSTOFBUMZXJUIJODMBTTýMNDMJQT.FNCFSTPGUIFýMNDPNNVOJUZIBWF
also produced documentaries that facilitate class discussion and reflection. Film
EJSFDUPS'SFEFSJDL8JTFNBO GPSFYBNQMF DSFBUFEPrimate  BOEMeat  
XIJDI FYQPTF UIF DPNNPOMZ JOWJTJCMF QSBDUJDFT PG BOJNBM FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO BOE
meat production respectively. His use of minimal sound and no narration is aimed
to stimulate a thinking audience and thus works wonderfully in an academic setting. Incorporating film and other visual media requires an introduction to film
BOEPSBSUDSJUJRVF'PSUIJT XFSFDPNNFOE+PIO#FSHFSTi8IZ-PPLBU"OJNBMTw
in About Looking  BOE4UFWF#BLFSTPicturing the Beast  
8IFO FYQMPSJOH BOJNBM IJTUPSJFT XJUI B GPDVT PO UIF TDJFOUJýD TUVEZ PG BOJmals, Donna Haraway’s Primate Visions  JTDSJUJDBMSFBEJOHGPSBOZVQQFSEJWJsion undergraduate course and all graduate courses. To increase the accessibility of
this crucial work in gender analysis, we suggest assigning primary sources, such as
articles from National Geographic QSJPSUPFYQPTJOHTUVEFOUTUP)BSBXBZTBOBMZTJT
PGUIFTFTPVSDFT3JDIBSE8#VSLIBSEUTPatterns of Behavior  XIJDIGPDVTFT
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POUIFXPSLPG/JLP5JOCFSHFOBOE,POSBE-PSFO[ BOE(FPSHJOB.POUHPNFSZT
 BOBMZTJTPGUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGýFMENFUIPETBOETJUFTGPSUIFTUVEZPGQSJmate behavior, are also essential reading when analyzing the history of animal
behavior studies.
Other key figures in animal histories are, of course, the authors of some of the
NBOZTJHOJýDBOUQSJNBSZTPVSDFTUIBUTIPVMECFDFOUSBMUPBIJTUPSJDBMFYQMPSBUJPO
of animals and human–animal relationships. Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle  
Anna Sewell’s Black Beauty  and Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species  
and The Descent of Man  BSFBMMSJDITPVSDFTXJUIXIJDIUPFYQMPSFUIFSPMFPG
animals in human histories and the human/animal boundary. In the classroom,
many of these primary sources can be effectively combined with secondary litFSBUVSF BOE BVEJPWJTVBMT 'PS FYBNQMF  6QUPO 4JODMBJST The Jungle can be read
alongside William Cronon’s Nature’s Metropolis  with both being enriched by
in-class viewing of Frederick Wiseman’s documentary, Meat.

Real World Applications
Intellectually, animal histories provide opportunities to attract students from
across majors and connect with both undergraduate and graduate students. Pedagogically, animal histories hold great potential for innovative courses that incorpoSBUFFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOHBOEDPOOFDUJPOTXJUIDPNNVOJUZCBTFEPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
and businesses. These learning opportunities, discussed in detail below, are parUJDVMBSMZ FGGFDUJWF CFDBVTF FBDI TUVEFOU IBT B MJGFUJNF PG FYQFSJFODFT JOUFSBDUJOH
with animals upon which the instructor and student can build. These personal
FYQFSJFODFTPGUFOJODMVEFJOUFSOBMEFCBUFTDPODFSOJOHDPOTVNFSDIPJDFT CJPUFDInology, and the environment. Contemporary issues such as these are central to the
development of students as citizens in their local, national, and global commuOJUJFT"OJNBMIJTUPSJFTBMMPXUIFTFJTTVFTUPCFIJTUPSJDJ[FE DPOUFYUVBMJ[FE BOE
critiqued and thus play a crucial role in the development of students’ political and
personal identities. It is one of those rare courses that students will reflect upon in
the grocery store, the living room, and in the voting booth.
In a recent graduate course in animal history at Michigan State University, stuEFOUTXSPUFSFTFBSDIQBQFSTUIBUQSPWJEFEHPPEFYBNQMFTPGUIFJNQPSUBOUSFBM
world applications of animal history. Paper topics included: the historical practice
of breeding dogs for bull baiting and the contemporary problematic of dog fightJOHBNPOHVSCBOZPVUIUIFIJTUPSZPGUIFDIJDLFO UPXIPNXFPXFiUIFEFFQFTU
PGBQPMPHJFTw<.BTTPO Q> BOEUIFDPOUFNQPSBSZNPWFUPCSJOHJOHDIJDLens into urban backyards; the history of meat eating and evolution of contemporary alternative food discourses; and the history of hunting and the de-listing
of wolves in Michigan’s upper peninsula. These projects illustrate the numerous
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opportunities students have in making compelling connections between history
BOEUIFSFBMXPSME BMMPGXIJDIQSPWJEFCPUITUVEFOUTBOEJOTUSVDUPSTXJUIFYDFMlent intellectual scope.

Course Development
When developing an animal histories course it is important to consider what
theme or focus will be used to provide coherency and structure. A well-selected
theme will serve as a thread connecting discussion of key issues such as the history of domestication, agriculture, animal ritual, health, wildlife conservation, and
FUIPMPHZ5IJTTUSVDUVSFTIPVMECFSFFOGPSDFECZUIPVHIUGVMTFMFDUJPOPGUFYUTBOE
sources. Below, we suggest a few of the many possible themes for courses. We then
FYQBOE PO TPNF UFBDIJOH TUSBUFHJFT UIBU DBO CF BQQMJFE UP BOZ BOJNBM IJTUPSJFT
course, regardless of the syllabus focus, class size, or course level.
Structure: Instructors can select one of a number of themes as the focus for an animal histories course or provide a historical and/or geographical survey of human–
BOJNBMSFMBUJPOTIJQT"TFNFTUFSMPOHDPVSTFGPDVTFEPOPOFTQFDJFT GPSFYBNQMF 
XPVMEQSPWJEFEFQUIBOEXPVMECFXFMMTVQQPSUFECZBUFYUGSPN3FBLUJPOT"OJmal book series, or a historiography such as Bernd Brunner’s Bears: A Brief History  ,BMPGBEPQUFEUIJTBQQSPBDIGPSBHSBEVBUFDPVSTF DPWFSJOHJOEFQUI
the history of a different animal species each year, to lead students from prehistory to postmodernity. Place is another theme that provides a central thread with
which to guide students through the history of the zoological garden, laboratory,
and field while utilizing the wealth of recent research from cultural geography
and animal studies. Students’ increasing concerns about the environmental and
ethical implications of food production would make an animal histories course
based on food both intellectually stimulating and highly applicable to their lives.
Approaches such as Duke University’s inter-disciplinary Earth to Table program
EFNPOTUSBUFUIFNZSJBEPGDPOUFNQPSBSZJTTVFTUIBUDBOCFFYQMPSFEUISPVHIB
focus on the production, transportation, and consumption of food. A historical
BQQSPBDIUPUIFTFTBNFJTTVFTXPVMEQSPWJEFNVDIOFFEFEDPOUFYUGPSPVSDPOtemporary challenges.
Experiential Learning&BDIPGUIFBCPWFPQUJPOTSFQSFTFOUTBTNBMMTBNQMFPGUIF
QPTTJCMFUIFNBUJDTUSVDUVSFTGPSTZMMBCJ3FHBSEMFTTPGUIFDPVSTFGPDVT UIFBQQMJDBUJPOPGFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOHUPBOJNBMIJTUPSJFTFOIBODFTTUVEFOUVOEFSTUBOEJOH
and participation in the creation of knowledge. Large, diverse campuses such as
Michigan State University hold a wealth of opportunities for field trips to dairy
farms, organic farms, and “wilderness” areas. These trips should be partnered
XJUI BDBEFNJD SFBEJOHT DPODFSOJOH TVDI DPODFQUT BT /BUVSF  EPNFTUJDBUJPO 
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BOUISPQPNPSQIJTN  BOE UIF BOJNBM NJOE 5IFTF SFBEJOHT BOE FYQFSJFODFT BSF
then synthesized in reflection papers or larger assignments. University-affiliated
OBUVSBM IJTUPSZ NVTFVNT PGGFS BOPUIFS PQQPSUVOJUZ GPS FYQFSJFOUJBM MFBSOJOH 
with many having furs, hunting equipment, and clothing in special collections
UIBUDBOCFBSSBOHFEJOBOFYIJCJUUIBUDPNQMFNFOUTDPVSTFSFBEJOHT.POUHPNFSZ GPSFYBNQMF QBJSFETFDUJPOTGSPN+VMJF&NCFSMFZTThe Cultural Politics of Fur
 XJUIBOFYIJCJUPGGVSTPSHBOJ[FECZBDVSBUPSBUUIF.VTFVNPGUIF3PDLJFT .POUBOB GPSBDMBTTPGTJYUZýWFTUVEFOUT"MUIPVHIJOWPMWJOHMPHJTUJDBMBOE
financial challenges, off-campus trips to zoos, shelters, or animal sanctuaries are
BMTP JODSFEJCMZ FGGFDUJWF GPS UIF JOUFHSBUJPO PG FYQFSJFOUJBM MFBSOJOH BOE DBO CF
FYUFOEFEJOUPBTFSWJDFMFBSOJOHDPVSTFDPNQPOFOU,BUIJF+FOOJ BQIJMPTPQIFS
BU3FEMBOET6OJWFSTJUZ TVDDFTTGVMMZBDDPNQMJTIFEUIJTDPNCJOBUJPOPGBDBEFNJD
DPVSTFXPSLBOETFSWJDFJOBTJYXFFL SFTJEFOUJBM TVNNFSDPVSTF4VDIBUFNQMBUF
could easily be adapted to an animal histories course that took place within the
regular semester with either several days of service or a weeklong field trip over
spring break.
Connecting with the Community: Courses focused on animal histories have the
PQQPSUVOJUZ UP FNCSBDF UIF FYQFSJFODFT PG NFNCFST PG UIF DPNNVOJUZ 8IP
better to connect a discussion of historical farming methods with contemporary
concerns about the ethical and environmental impact of battery farming than a
farmer who has thoughtfully chosen to practice organic, predator-friendly farming? Montgomery invited a farmer who sold lamb and wool at the local cooperative grocery store to give a guest lecture in an undergraduate class. Students were
UISJMMFEUPIFBSGSPNTPNFPOFXJUIIBOETPOFYQFSJFODF.BOZDPNNFOUFEUIBU
after the lecture they entered the grocery store with a new level of knowledge and
appreciation for the process by which animal products made their way onto the
shelves. Similarly, local advocates for women could be invited to speak about the
connections between animal abuse and domestic violence in order to connect historical accounts of animal abuse with current concerns.
In-Class Activities 5IF QPXFS PG QFSTPOBM FYQFSJFODFT BOE FNPUJPOBM SFTQPOTFT
should be respected and valued within the classroom environment. In-class free
writes are one strategy for giving students time to reflect on provocative theories or
images. Montgomery used this activity after students read and discussed Marjorie
Spiegel’s The Dreaded Comparison  BOEBGUFSTIPXJOHTUVEFOUTBQIPUP
of a woman breastfeeding a lamb when discussing the apparent human–animal
boundary. Time for such reflection and discussion is essential regardless of class
TJ[F"MUIPVHIUIFQFSTPOBMBOEDPNQMFYOBUVSFPGBOJNBMIJTUPSJFTNBLFTUIFN
best suited for a seminar format, activities such as those discussed above can be
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applied in larger class sizes to encourage reflection with small group work and
clicker-questions being utilized for discussion.

Challenges
Whenever teaching provocative, personal, and/or sensitive subject matter the
JOTUSVDUPSJTHVJEFECZUIFTUVEFOUTCBDLHSPVOETBOEFYQFSJFODFTXIFOQSFTFOUJOH
the course material. This type of awareness and sensitivity is essential when teaching animal histories to a student population that is often diverse in their past and
present interactions with animals. Labeling, stigma, and judgment do not foster
discussion or higher-level cognitive abilities such as synthesis and critical thinking.
Presenting a range of academic perspectives allows students to become informed,
DSJUJDBMDJUJ[FOT8IFOEJTDVTTJOHWJFXTPGDPNQBOJPOBOJNBMTGPSFYBNQMF )BSSJFU3JUWPTi1SJ[F1FUTwGSPNThe Animal Estate  NBZCFQBSUOFSFEXJUITFDtions from Kathleen Kete’s Beasts in the Boudoir  ,FJUI5IPNBTTMan and the
Natural World   :J'V 5VBOT Dominance and Affection   BOE .BSKPSJF
Spiegel’s Dreaded Comparison  &YQPTJOHTUVEFOUTUPWBSJPVTBTQFDUTPG
the relationship between humans and companion animals through the scholarship of a number of significant authors in animal studies fosters the comparison of
approaches and class debate.

This essay was commissioned for this volume. Copyright © 2010 Georgina M. Montgomery and Linda Kalof. Correspondence about this chapter should go to Georgina M.
Montgomery and Linda Kalof, lkalof@gmail.com, montg165@msu.edu.
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COURSE SYLLABUS
ANIMAL HISTORIES
Georgina Montgomery
Description: This course analyzed the various ways in which human society underTUBOET BOEJOUFSBDUTXJUI XJMEMJGF)VNBOoBOJNBMSFMBUJPOTIJQTXFSFFYBNJOFE
in a range of physical locations—including the laboratory, field, national park, and
[PPBOEJOBSBOHFPGDVMUVSBMBOETPDJBMTFUUJOHT8JUIJOUIFTFWBSJPVTDPOUFYUT
UIFDPVSTFFYBNJOFEIPXIVNBOTSFMBUFUPBOJNBMT IPXUIFTFSFMBUJPOTIJQTIBWF
been defined and represented, and the consequences of these relationships for
human identity.

Lecture Schedule:
 "OJNBMTJO5FYUVBMBOE7JTVBM

8.

Wildlife in Popular Culture

Forms
 8JMEMJGFBOE&NQJSF

 8JMEMJGF#FIJOE#BST

3.

The Scientific Study of Animals

10. Wildlife in the Home

4.

Wildlife Management

11. Wildlife in the Laboratory

 )VNBOT 8JMEMJGF BOE

12. Animals in Human Cultures

Conservation
 8JMEMJGFBOE(FOEFS

13. Animals, Anthropomorphism, and
Human Identity

 4DJFOUJTUTBT$FMFCSJUJFT

Course Texts.JUNBO  XBTBSFRVJSFEUFYUGPSUIJTDPVSTF TVQQMFNFOUFECZ
a range of articles and book chapters representing secondary and primary sources.
Assignments: Weekly reading response papers ensured that students fully engaged
XJUI UIF SFBEJOH BOE DBNF UP DMBTT SFBEZ UP EJTDVTT UIF UFYU T  JO EFQUI 4VDI
PQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSSFþFDUJPOBOEBOBMZTJTBSFWBMVBCMFXIFOFYQMPSJOHDPNQMFYIJTtorical topics. Furthermore, the papers provided students with a forum to develop
their skills of argumentation in preparation for their final research paper, the topic
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GPS XIJDI XBT TFMGTFMFDUFE 8F .POUHPNFSZ BOE ,BMPG  GFFM JU JT JNQPSUBOU UP
assign research papers that allow students to compose their own research topic and
UIFTJTXJUIJOUIFUIFNFTPGUIFDPVSTF5IFþFYJCJMJUZPGTVDIBTTJHONFOUTFODPVSages original research on topics of intellectual and often personal interest to the
student.
Montgomery taught this 400-level undergraduate course in the Spring 2007 semester
at Montana State University. The syllabus was adapted for a 100-level course that was
taught in the Spring 2009 semester at Michigan State University. The course focused
on approaches to place and space adopted in cultural geography and combined research
from the history of science and environmental history.
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COURSE SYLLABUS
PEOPLE AND OTHER ANIMALS
Harriet Ritvo
Course Description: A historical survey of the ways that people have interacted with
UIFJS DMPTFTU BOJNBM SFMBUJWFT  GPS FYBNQMF IVOUJOH  EPNFTUJDBUJPO PG MJWFTUPDL 
XPSTIJQPGBOJNBMHPET FYQMPJUBUJPOPGBOJNBMMBCPS TDJFOUJýDTUVEZPGBOJNBMT 
EJTQMBZPGFYPUJDBOEQFSGPSNJOHBOJNBMT BOEQFULFFQJOH5IFNFTJODMVEFDIBOHing ideas about animal agency and intelligence, our moral obligations to animals,
and the limits imposed on the use of animals.

Lecture Schedule:
1.

The Hunt

 "OJNBMTBOE*OGFDUJPO

2.

Domestication and Breeding

 "OJNBMTPO%JTQMBZ

 .FBU PSOPU

8.

Studying Animals: Field ObserWBUJPO &YQFSJNFOUBUJPO BOE
Imagination

4.

Pets

 4UVEZJOH"OJNBMT'JFME0CTFSWBUJPOBOE&UIPMPHZ

 "OJNBM&YQMPJUBUJPOBOE"OJNBM
Protection

10. Studying Animals: Documentary
Film

Course Texts: A range of readings were assigned in addition to the following
SFRVJSFEUFYUT'SBOLMJO  (VFSSJOJ  )FBSOF  3JUWP  4FXFMM
 7JBMMFT  8FMMT  
Assignments: This course involves weekly-reading response papers and culminates
in a final research paper. During the semester, students hand in a proposal, bibliography, and progress report. (These materials enable Ritvo to become familiar with the
student’s writing style and connection with the material.)
Harriet Ritvo, at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, taught this undergraduatelevel course in the Department of History. In recent years, the course has been adapted
to allow graduate students to take the class, with a longer final research paper being
required for such students. Ritvo draws on works from the history of science, environmental history, the history of medicine, and historical literature.
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COURSE SYLLABUS
ANIMALS AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Linda Kalof
Description: This graduate course is a historical overview of the cultural relationship
between humans and other animals and how those relationships have changed
XJUI DIBOHJOH TPDJBM DPOEJUJPOT 8F XJMM VTF CPUI WJTVBM JNBHFSZ BOE FYUSBDUT
GSPNIJTUPSJDBMBOEMJUFSBSZTPVSDFTUPFYQFSJFODFUIFIVNBOoBOJNBMTUPSZGSPN
prehistory through postmodernity. The course draws on a wealth of information
about the human–animal relationship, covering a range of topics rarely discussed
in animal studies, such as the Black Plague; dead animal portraiture; and animal
rituals that reflect hierarchies of gender, race, and class—including the medieval
backwards ride, horning ceremonies, and animal massacres. Animals and Social
Transformations is taught every spring primarily to graduate students in sociology,
history, and anthropology, but is open to all interested graduate students.

Lecture Schedule:
Two to three weeks were spent on each of the following topics:
1.

Animals in Prehistory

 "OJNBMTJOUIF3FOBJTTBODF

2.

Animals in Antiquity

 "OJNBMTJOUIF&OMJHIUFONFOU

3.

The Horse through History

 "OJNBMTJO.PEFSOJUZ

4.

Animals in the Middle Ages

Texts,BMPG  BOE$MVUUPO#SPDL  XFSFSFRVJSFEUFYUTUIBUXFSFTVQQMFmented by various articles and book chapters.
Assignments: Weekly papers summarizing and responding to the readings allowed
for in-depth reflection and discussion of assigned topics. A final research paper
allowed for original research on a topic of the student’s choice.
Kalof taught this graduate-level course at the 800-level at Michigan State University.
This course offers a species focus and uses a range of books and articles that explore the
history of domestication, hunting, animal symbolism, and animals in art.
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